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Agriculture is the leading driver of biodiversity loss. However, its future impact on biodiversity remains unclear, especially because
agricultural intensification is often neglected, and high path-dependency is assumed when forecasting agricultural development—
although the past suggests that shock events leading to considerable agricultural change occur frequently. Here, we investigate
the possible impacts on biodiversity of pathways of expansion and intensification. Our pathways are not built to reach equivalent
production targets, and therefore they should not be directly compared; they instead highlight areas at risk of high biodiversity
loss across the entire option space of possible agricultural change. Based on an extensive database of biodiversity responses to
agriculture, we find 30% of species richness and 31% of species abundances potentially lost because of agricultural expansion
across the Amazon and Afrotropics. Only 21% of high-risk expansion areas in the Afrotropics overlap with protected areas (compared with 43% of the Neotropics). Areas at risk of biodiversity loss from intensification are found in India, Eastern Europe and
the Afromontane region (7% species richness, 13% abundance loss). Many high-risk regions are not adequately covered by conservation prioritization schemes, and have low national conservation spending and high agricultural growth. Considering rising
agricultural demand, we highlight areas where timely land-use planning may proactively mitigate biodiversity loss.

A

griculture dominates more than 38% of the world’s terrestrial
surface1, poses the single largest threat to Red List threatened
species2 and is likely to remain the primary driver of terrestrial
biodiversity loss throughout the twenty-first century3. With global
crop demand for food, livestock feed and biofuels estimated to double
by 20504, agricultural expansion and intensification are projected to
increase rapidly. Despite this, few studies have assessed the potential
impacts of future agricultural land-use change on biodiversity, with
most research focusing on the impacts of climate change5. Of the few
studies that have assessed future agricultural impacts5, most have
focused on expansion6. Agricultural intensification, if considered,
is modelled using limited data or single indicators (typically yields
only)3,7–13. This may miss crucial land-use intensity impacts on biodiversity14,15—especially as many agricultural practices can increase yields,
but different practices may have different outcomes for biodiversity16,17.
Most studies that explore future agricultural land-use change
rely on integrated assessment models (IAMs)3,9–13. The central
strength of IAMs lies in their complexity, in which development
pathways can be derived from a wide range of factors18,19. However,
this strength comes at the cost of a high uncertainty associated with
model outcomes20. Moreover, agricultural land-use change often
happens rapidly, following high-impact shock events21,22, which are
nearly impossible to predict in an IAM setting23. Finally, the resolution of IAMs is typically coarse (0.5°), making the assessment of
local biodiversity impacts challenging24. High-resolution investigations of the full option space of possible agricultural change are
therefore needed to complement IAM approaches25.
We take modelled estimates from over 1 million data points26 of
biodiversity responses to diverse land uses27 in order to assess the

relative percentage change in species richness and abundance on a
1-km grid, and to estimate the potential average absolute change
in species richness numbers on a 110-km grid (as downscaling of
global species richness ranges to under 110 km ×110 km leads to an
over-estimation of species occurrences28). We examine three main
agricultural development pathways: (1) low-intensity expansion in
areas suitable for cropland, (2) intensification within existing croplands and (3) a combination of intensification and expansion.

Results

The tropics, particularly the Amazon basin and Sub-Saharan Africa,
generally had the highest risk of biodiversity loss, were only partially covered by currently protected areas (IUCN category I to VI)
and conservation prioritization schemes, and were characterized by
relatively low conservation spending and high agricultural growth.
Expansion effects on biodiversity. Mosaic grasslands, natural
grasslands and dense forests showed the highest overall relative biodiversity losses in expansion pathways (up to 25% loss of species
richness, in terms of the maximum percentage lost on a 1-km grid,
Fig. 1, 95% confidence interval (CI) 18–31%, Supplementary Table 4
and Supplementary Fig. 2). Areas of highest species richness loss due
to expansion (that is, the top 5% of grid cells with the highest numbers of species lost, with >150 species potentially lost per 110-km
grid cell) were overwhelmingly found in the Amazon Basin and
the Northeastern Congolian forests and savannahs (Supplementary
Fig. 3). In terms of abundance loss, many forest regions in the tropics and the boreal zone were found to be at particularly high risk (up
to 21% loss of abundance, Supplementary Table 4, 95% CI: 14–33%).
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Figure 1 | Potential biodiversity loss due to three agricultural development pathways. The loss is shown in terms of the estimate of terrestrial vertebrate
species (mammals, birds, amphibians and reptiles) lost per 110-km grid cell (left column), relative per cent of species richness lost (middle column),
and relative per cent of abundance lost (right column). Our pathways are not forecasts, they instead highlight areas at risk of high biodiversity loss across
the entire option space of possible agricultural change.

Intensification effects on biodiversity. Overall, intensification
effects on biodiversity were less pronounced than the effects of
expansion. Intensification produced a maximum of 7% loss in species richness (95% CI: 4–10%) and 13% loss in abundance (95% CI:
7–18%) spanning across cropland in much of Eastern Europe, India,
Nepal and sub-Saharan Africa (Fig.1, Supplementary Table 4). In
terms of the maximum number of species potentially lost per 110-km
grid cell, up to ~20 species may be lost owing to intensification
across a large region of Eastern Europe, and up to ~30 species in
India and Nepal. More concentrated regions of species richness loss
were found in Mesoamerica, the Gran Chaco, and the Chiquitano
dry forests of Bolivia, where up to ~40 species may potentially be
lost. The top 5% of losses in species richness due to intensification
would see up to ~60 species potentially lost per grid cell in many
regions of sub-Saharan Africa, including the Eastern Guinean
forest–savannah mosaic and West Sudanian savannah (~40 species),
and the Afromontane and the African Great Lakes Region (~60 species; Supplementary Fig. 3).
Combined effects of intensification and expansion on biodiversity.
As can be expected, the effect of the combination of expansion and
intensification had the greatest negative effect on biodiversity (Fig. 1).
For most of the globe, because the risk of biodiversity loss due to intensification is much less than the risk due to expansion (Fig. 1), our combined pathway highlights many of the same areas as our pathway of
expansion, especially when looking at the top 5% and 10% of the distribution of species loss. In terms of the top 5% of species lost, >180 species were found to be potentially lost per 110-km grid cell (a loss of up
to 30% of relative species richness, 95% CI: 21–37%). Such areas include
the majority of the Amazon Basin, a large area in the northeast of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), smaller areas in Zambia
and southern Tanzania, along with border regions of the Central

African Republic, the Republic of the Congo, Cameroon and Gabon
(Supplementary Fig. 3). Many parts of these areas also would have relative abundance losses of 31% (95% CI: 20–36%) under this pathway
(Fig. 1). The 110-km grid cell in the analysis at most risk globally was
found in the Southwest Amazon moist forests in Peru, where a combination of expansion and intensification would result in the potential
loss of >300 species of terrestrial vertebrates (Supplementary Fig. 3).
Comparison with protected areas and conservation prioritization schemes. Many regions of potentially high biodiversity risk
due to our pathways of intensification and expansion are currently
outside protected area networks (Fig. 2, Table 1, Supplementary
Fig. 3, Supplementary Table 5). The Afrotropics stood out as having
large areas at risk of biodiversity loss related to expansion, only onefifth of which overlapped with protected areas (Fig. 2). We found the
northeast DRC to be particularly at risk, with >200 estimated species lost per grid cell and up to a 31% loss of biodiversity abundance
(95% CI: 20–36%). Very few protected areas exist in this region,
with only 16% of our at-risk areas overlapping with protected areas
(Supplementary Table 5), and of those, even fewer have a strict designation according to the IUCN categorization29 (Supplementary
Fig. 3). Compared with the Afrotropics, the Neotropics have twice
the protected area coverage of areas at risk of expansion (21% and
43% respectively, Fig. 2). Although the Amazon has an extensive
network of protected areas, it is far from fully protected against
the impacts of future potential cropland expansion (52% overlap in
the Brazilian Amazon; Supplementary Table 5). In sum, many of the
areas most at risk that we identify here were not fully protected.
In terms of conservation prioritization schemes and their overlap with our high-risk regions (top 10% of species richness loss
per pathway), we found that, on average, less than half of our
high-risk regions were included under some form of conservation
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Figure 2 | Many regions at risk of expansion and intensification currently
lie outside protected areas and conservation prioritization schemes.
Percentage overlap of our at-risk areas (in terms of the top 10% of
species potentially lost) with protected areas (IUCN category I to V)29,
Conservation International (CI) hotspots35, Global 200 Ecoregions72 and
Last of the Wild73.

prioritization. Conservation International (CI) hotspots overlapped
with 5% of our high-risk regions of expansion and 36% of our
high-risk regions of intensification, mostly in pockets of Southeast
Asia and Mesoamerica (Fig. 2). The Global 200 ecoregions coincided most notably across the majority of our high-risk regions of
expansion (75%, Fig. 2) and with around one-third of our highrisk regions of intensification (35%). Finally, the areas identified in
the Last of the Wild initiative coincided with 60% of our high-risk
regions of expansion, mostly in the Neotropics, and less than 1% of
our high-risk regions of intensification (Fig. 2).
National level summaries. Sub-Saharan African and Latin American
countries dominated the top ten ranks in terms of average species
and abundance loss. Suriname had the overall highest potential
species richness loss (average >200 species lost per 110-km grid
cell under the expansion and combined pathways; Supplementary
Table 6). Rwanda was worst affected by our intensification pathway,
with an average of ~50 species potentially lost per 110-km grid cell.
The Republic of Congo and the DRC ranked highly across pathways of expansion. Outside the tropics, the only countries to reach
the top ten were located in Eastern Europe, where large tracts of
extensive cropland with few livestock in Moldova and the Ukraine
were found to potentially lose on average 10% in species abundance under the intensification pathway (Supplementary Table 6,
Supplementary Fig. 4).
The highest risk for species loss due to agricultural land-use
change occurred in less economically developed and highly biodiverse countries that also have lower conservation spending, generally lower overall governance and often high agricultural growth
rates (Fig. 3). Countries at highest risk, in terms of concurrent high
agricultural growth30, low conservation spending31 and high potential species loss, include: Peru, Paraguay and Suriname in Latin
America; Cambodia in Asia; and the Republic of Guinea, Sierra
Leone, Liberia, Ghana, Republic of Congo, Cameroon, Tanzania,
Mozambique and Malawi in Africa (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 4).
Conversely, countries predominantly found in North America and
Western Europe, in which most agricultural land is already used,
exhibited low agricultural growth rates and spent most on conservation per square kilometre. Such countries had a comparatively
low risk of species loss due to future agricultural land-use change
for all three agricultural pathways that we investigated (Fig. 3,

Supplementary Tables 6 and 7), probably because such regions have
relatively low species richness compared with the tropics.

Discussion

With a growing consensus that both expansion and intensification are likely to be key drivers of biodiversity loss throughout the
twenty-first century, investigating which areas are most at risk has
become central to conservation research8,32. Although we do not
directly compare the impact of our pathways, as these pathways
were not designed to be equivalent in terms of reaching similar
future agricultural production targets, we instead provide a robust
and transparent mechanism for estimating which areas are most
susceptible to what forms of potential agricultural development in
terms of species richness and abundance loss. A major gap in sustainability research lies in linking the local-scale effects of land use
on biodiversity to the impact of broader-scale pathways of potential
future changes in land use. We bridge this gap by estimating finescale relative biodiversity loss at the 1-km scale, and then aggregating and translating these losses to an approximate estimate of the
potential number of species lost on a 110-km grid.
Although using absolute species richness loss has the advantage
of highlighting particularly biodiverse regions at risk, relative values
can operate on a finer scale and highlight areas with considerable
threats. Relative values of local biodiversity loss do not overlook the
importance of cultural landscapes: for instance, many landscapes in
Eastern Europe, although not hugely relevant for global biodiversity
(as shown by absolute measures of species richness), would nevertheless lose valuable farmland biodiversity if industrialized intensification were to occur33,34.
Our at-risk areas had little overlap with many conservation priority schemes, particularly the more reactive approaches, such as CI
hotspots35. On the one hand, this could be seen as fortunate; many
areas of high and endemic biodiversity were outside our areas of
high species loss due to cropland expansion. On the other hand,
CI hotspots were defined on the basis of a single taxonomic group
(plants) and the past loss of natural habitat, but, perhaps crucially
here, do not factor in potential future habitat loss. A substantial proportion of conservation funding is directed towards CI hotspots36,
but our results suggest that they may not be particularly effective
in protecting vertebrates from potential future changes in agricultural land use. Many at-risk areas were also not covered by the
more proactive conservation prioritization schemes. Globally, the
Last of the Wild scheme overlapped with 60% of our at-risk areas
for cropland expansion, with most overlap found in the Neotropics
(78%). However, very little overlap occurred in the Afrotropics
(21%; Fig. 2). In particular, the Congolian forests and savannahs
were highly susceptible to expansion impacts, host large expanses of
intact habitat and were not well covered under the Last of the Wild
scheme. Updating of conservation prioritization methods, along
with better incorporation into conservation management, is needed
to avoid overlooking such highly biodiverse arable areas.
Our results identify countries at high future risk of biodiversity loss from agricultural land-use change due to high agricultural
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Figure 3 | Conservation spending, agricultural growth and potential species loss. High conservation spending (>US$50 km–2)31 is shown in blue, high
agricultural growth (>3% average growth between 2009–2013)30 in pink, and high potential species loss under the pathway of both expansion and
intensification (national average of >50 species lost per grid cell) in yellow. Combinations of factors are shown in: orange (low spending, high growth and
high species loss; that is, highest risk for all three factors); purple (high spending, high growth and low species loss); and green (high spending, low growth,
and high species loss). Dark brown indicates high values for all three factors: that is, concordance of high spending, growth and species loss. Countries
with low values for all three factors are shown in grey. Countries and territories with missing values are shown in white (Puerto Rico, French Guiana,
Greenland, Zimbabwe and Somalia).

growth rates, conservation underfunding and high potential future
biodiversity loss. Most of these countries were found in Latin America
and sub-Saharan Africa, with the exception of Cambodia, the only
country in Asia to exhibit such risk at a national level. Some of these
high-risk countries overlap with the 2013 list of the 40 most underfunded countries31, which was based on threatened mammals’ range
fractions per country. However, other countries that we identified as
high risk, in terms of high potential species loss, high agricultural
growth and conservation underfunding, were not present in this list,
indicating that many high-risk countries may be under-recognized in
terms of their need for timely conservation action (Fig. 3, shown in
orange: Peru, Suriname, Paraguay, Republic of Guinea, Sierra Leone,
Liberia, Ghana, Cameroon, Tanzania, Mozambique, Malawi and
Cambodia)31. Given that most conservation investment and planning take place at national scale31, these results show that proactive
conservation and land-use planning, plus higher conservation investments in these countries, are particularly important to avoid significant future biodiversity loss, especially given that delayed mitigation
efforts are likely to have a lower rate of success, take longer to implement and cost more than prompt action37,38.
Our results expand on previous broad-scale studies that assess
potential conservation conflict due to future agricultural land-use
change7,8 by not only highlighting regions, but also by quantifying
spatially explicit biodiversity loss. When comparing our at-risk
areas with previous research, we found many regions of India and
the African Great Lakes to be areas of high potential conservation conflict, based on high levels of human appropriation of net
primary productivity and cropland extent alongside high levels of
vertebrate endemism richness14, high numbers of threatened vertebrates and the proportion of non-cropland that could be degraded7,
and one of the highest priorities for both intensification and bird
conservation—particularly for the African Great Lakes region8.
This emphasizes the importance of ramping up conservation
efforts in these regions to curb possible future biodiversity loss.

Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa still contain relatively intact
and highly diverse natural areas that are suitable for cropland.
Thus, the potential for agricultural activity and subsequent biodiversity loss is high. These areas, particularly sub-Saharan Africa,
are at the crossroads of economic, demographic and agricultural
growth, making the minimization of the potential impacts of agricultural change an urgent task39,40.
Our results show that compared with other studies7, Southeast
Asia has relatively low potential biodiversity loss. This may be
because our crop suitability data do not account for some tree crops
such as rubber, which can grow in areas normally not suitable for
cereal cropland, pose significant threats to biodiversity and are
prominent in Southeast Asia41, suggesting that we underestimated
biodiversity loss in such situations. Furthermore, primarily because
of issues with data availability, our analysis could not include areas
suitable for livestock, calculate time-lagged responses of biodiversity loss, or assess the potential geographical variation in estimates
of biodiversity loss.
On the other hand, our results may overestimate biodiversity
loss for two reasons: first, scaling local biodiversity loss estimates
to larger scales may overestimate loss42, and second, biodiversity
change estimates of non-industrialized agroecological intensification techniques (not available for this study) may not be detrimental
to biodiversity16,17 and thus may hold great promise for increasing
yields with little to no net loss to biodiversity (see Methods for
expanded limitations section). Finally, our prioritization is based on
maximizing for species richness and abundance. This cannot and
should not be the only way to prioritize for nature conservation,
especially when considering the importance of intrinsic and cultural
values along with ecosystem resilience and human well-being43.
In sum, our results can inform land-use planning policy and future
prioritization analysis by highlighting the most at-risk areas from a
1-km grid to the national level, where the threat to species richness
and abundance related to potential future agricultural change was
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Table 2 | Three pathways of land-use change
Original land system Expansion

Intensification

Both

Forest and grassland

Converted
to extensive
cropland

No change

Converted
to intensive
cropland

Extensive to
medium-intensity
cropland

No change

Intensified

Intensified

Intensive cropland

No change

No change

No change

The table shows (i) expansion of low-intensity (extensive) cropland into uncultivated areas, (ii)
intensification of existing cropland, and (iii) a combination of both, in which existing cropland and
newly converted regions are intensified.

previously unknown. We provide a comprehensive overview of areas
most at risk under the main modes of agricultural change and, in
doing so, fill gaps related to coarse spatial resolution and a neglect
of sudden, severe and unpredictable events in scenario-based
assessments. In a world of rapidly increasing demand for natural
resources, and in which marked changes in coupled human–natural
systems are both becoming more frequent21 and global in reach44,
our proactive approach indicates where timely conservation action
could avert future biodiversity loss. Although our results should not
be the only resource used to guide conservation action, they support
previous calls that potential future threats due to land-use change
should be incorporated in conservation prioritization schemes13,45–47.

Methods

Land-use data. We used a land-systems-based approach and developed possible
agricultural development pathways in terms of shifts between land systems (for
example from low-intensity to high-intensity cropland). Land systems represent the
interface between the majority of human activities and the natural environment,
and consist of hierarchical categorical classifications that combine metrics of land
cover, land-use intensity and livestock density48.
We first developed an updated global land-systems map to make use of the
most recent land-cover and land-use datasets available, and to work at a finer
spatial resolution than previously possible (from an original resolution of ~9.25 km2
to our 1-km grid; Supplementary Fig. 1). We achieved this by following a decisiontree classification48 to map land systems globally while using updated datasets.
We compiled six datasets related to cropland extent49, tree cover50, urban and bare
areas51, livestock density52 and yield gaps53 (Supplementary Table 1). To investigate
biodiversity loss due to potential agricultural expansion, we included a biophysical
crop suitability condition53 to the natural classes. Cropland suitability was based on
agro-climatic and agro-edaphic conditions in five main steps of data processing:
(i) agro-climatic indicators, (ii) crop-specific agro-climatic assessment and yield
calculations, (iii) agro-climatic constraints, (iv) edaphic assessment including soil
and terrain limitations, and (v) integration of steps (i) to (iv) to form a unified
spatial database53. We included areas that are ‘very high’ to ‘marginally’ suitable
for high-input-level cropland (in terms of optimum applications of nutrients,
and chemical control of pests, diseases and weeds) along with low-input areas
(characterized by labour-intensive techniques, no application of nutrients, no use of
chemicals for pest and disease control) in order to avoid being overly conservative
in terms of where cropland is possible. In saying this, the difference in spatial
extent between high-input and low-input areas suitable for cropland was minor53.
However, the underlying land-systems map is built on land-cover maps that can
have significantly different spatial extents, and some lack formal validation54,55,
which can translate into errors in the assessment of potential biodiversity impacts.
No global datasets are currently available that indicate areas suitable for tree
plantations or livestock; therefore, neither could be explicitly included in the
analysis. Moreover, data protection and confidentiality legislation make it difficult
to map industrialized livestock units52 and assess their impact on biodiversity.
Land inside protected areas was not excluded from the analysis for two
main reasons: first, to explore whether areas with high risk of biodiversity loss
due to potential future agricultural development are currently protected against
such development; second, although current protected areas play a central role
in conservation, such areas are human-controlled land-cover classes, are thus
susceptible to change, and may not continue to be protected in the future56.
Therefore, currently protected areas that are found in our areas of high risk may
particularly merit ongoing support.
Agricultural development pathways. We developed three explorative pathways
of potential future agricultural land-use change: (1) expansion into all natural

areas suitable for cropland; (2) intensification on all existing cropland; and (3) a
combination of both intensification and expansion. These pathways explore the
full option space of potential agricultural development in terms of expansion and
intensification in order to highlight areas most at risk of biodiversity loss. These
pathways are therefore not designed as predictive scenarios, do not have a specific
timeline or endpoint, and are not based on a specific socio-economic scenario. In
reality, a mix of all three pathways is likely to occur.
Our expansion pathway does not intensify current cropland but extends lowintensity cropland systems into all natural areas deemed suitable for cropland53.
This pathway represents continued loss of natural ecosystems due to the lack
of yield gains on existing land systems stemming from inadequate resources or
capital, or available inexpensive land for expansion, as is currently apparent in
many tropical deforestation frontiers of South America, sub-Saharan Africa and
Southeast Asia57,58.
On the other hand, our intensification pathway consisted of all land systems
currently under any form of agricultural activity transforming to the highest level
of cropland intensity for that class without any expansion into natural areas. For
example, an area classified as extensive (low-intensity) cropland would become
intensive cropland (Table 2). This pathway represents a global push to close yield
gaps in less-developed regions, as is currently happening across much of Europe,
the United States and parts of South America58. Many crop yields are heavily
dependent on fertilizer use and irrigation, with substantial production increases
(45% to 70% for most crops) possible if yield gaps were closed58. Northern and
western European countries are already close to their maximum attainable yield,
with North America, Southeast Asia and Oceania achieving more than 60% of their
potential production. However, Africa and Eastern Europe are currently producing
only 40% of their potential59. In our intensification pathway, closing such yield
gaps would be achieved by moving from low-intensity farms with little to no
fertilizer, pesticide, irrigation or mechanization to highly intensified, conventional
monocultures that are characterized by high inputs and large fields, in line with the
classification system of ref. 26.
Finally, the third pathway is a combination of both expansion and
intensification, in which cropland expands into natural areas wherever possible and
intensification takes place in all agricultural areas (both long-standing and newly
converted). This represents the pathway of most severe change, in which both
processes of intensification and expansion increase unabated in response to rising
demand. Current land-use change in parts of Argentina, Paraguay or Brazil reflects
this trend60,61. This pathway also accounts for Jevon’s paradox, in which yield
improvements spur further expansion owing to better opportunities for farming,
and is a likely pathway for some regions of sub-Saharan Africa62.
Our pathways did not include changes in livestock density on pastures.
For example, if a system was extensive cropland with few livestock, in the
intensification pathway it would become intensive cropland with few livestock
(Supplementary Table 2). This decision was based on the assumption that
intensified livestock management will join the ‘livestock revolution’—a shift away
from pasture-based management towards industrialized feedlots that depend on
crop-based feeds rather than local land resources. This process is already under
way in many rapidly growing economies of Asia and South America63,64. Including
climate change scenarios in our consideration of the suitability of potential future
cropland was outside the scope of the current study, but could prove useful for
assessing the synergistic impacts of climate and land-use change.
Biodiversity data. We calculated total species richness by overlaying extent-ofoccurrence maps for birds65, mammals, amphibians and reptiles (where available)66
with an equal-area grid (approximately 110 × 110 km or 1 degree at the Equator).
Global-scale biodiversity data based on extent of occurrence should not be
downscaled to less than 1 degree, as finer resolutions lead to an over-estimation of
species occurrences28. Therefore, although our land-system maps allow us to assess
relative percentage change on a 1-km grid, we use a 110-km grid to provide an
estimate of the average absolute plot-level loss of biodiversity.
Estimating the impact of agricultural development pathways on biodiversity.
We assessed species responses to various forms of land use and land-use intensity
change. The data that allow for this originate from the PREDICTS project26, an
initiative that collates local-scale studies from around the globe with the goal of
quantifying species-level and community-level responses to a range of human
activities including agriculture, hunting, deforestation, introduction of invasive
species and human population expansion26. Using this data, earlier work27 predicted
changes in species richness, rarefied species richness, and abundance percentage
change from a natural baseline to various levels of land-use intensity. By using an
approach that substitutes space for time, generalized linear mixed effects models
analysed 320,924 records of species richness and 1,130,251 records of abundance
at 11,525 sites27. Random intercept terms were included to account for study-level
differences, with final inclusion based on the models’ Akaike Information Criterion
values. A backward stepwise model simplification was then used to select the final
fixed-effects structure27. The results allow for estimates of biodiversity loss per
land-use intensity class relative to a natural unimpacted baseline.
To investigate the spatial patterns of biodiversity loss for each agricultural
development pathway, we first matched our land-systems classes to levels of high,
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medium, and low intensity for each main land-use type (for detailed conversion
table, see ref. 27). This allowed us to calculate average biodiversity loss per land
system (relative to an unimpacted baseline) by taking the mean model estimates
of biodiversity loss per land-use intensity class from previous work27. The result
gives average relative biodiversity gain or loss per land system. We then calculated
the biodiversity percentage change per land-system conversion in each of our
three pathways described above (Supplementary Tables 3 and 4). To estimate the
biodiversity loss associated with land-system conversions, we took the difference
between the loss associated with the original land system and the loss associated
with the new land system that our pathway converted to. We then divided this by
the loss estimate for the original land system. This gave the relative biodiversity
change (on a 1-km grid). Therefore, whereas the original PREDICTS estimates
are from an unimpacted baseline, our estimates represent the biodiversity loss
associated with shifting from one land system to another. For example, in the
intensification pathway, estimates of biodiversity loss are the difference between
(1) the loss that has already taken place in converting from natural land to low or
medium intensity and (2) the biodiversity loss associated with high-intensity land
use. We calculated mean 95% confidence intervals per land-system conversion
from the original confidence intervals by ref. 27 in which a ten-fold cross-validation
was used by excluding data from ~10% of all studies at a time.
To calculate biodiversity loss in terms of the potential number of species
lost per 110-km grid cell, we first calculated the area-weighted mean value of
biodiversity percentage change across all converted land systems per 110-km grid
cell. We then multiplied this by the number of species present in each grid cell as
derived from the extent of occurrence maps66. Spatially explicit biodiversity data
on abundance is not available on a global scale, so these values were not converted
from relative (% per land system) to absolute values (number of individuals or
biomass lost). We also calculated the top 5% and 10% of the distribution of species
richness loss in order to highlight the highest risk regions for each pathway.
Six sources of uncertainty related to this approach merit attention. First, the
sites that were used to model biodiversity loss varied in maximum linear extent
with a median extent of 106 m (interquartile range 50–354 m)27. Our estimates
of biodiversity loss are scaled to much larger areas and therefore should not be
taken as direct predictions of species loss, but approximate loss estimates from
the linear mixed-effects models27 which are based on the most comprehensive
dataset currently available. The upscaling from a local scale to a 1-km grid likely
overestimates species loss42. Our estimates of species richness loss on a 110-km grid
should therefore be seen as a metric to highlight biodiversity-rich areas that are
most susceptible to absolute biodiversity loss, but absolute values should be treated
with caution owing to the uncertainties related to upscaling. Second, although
we minimize the over-estimation of species occurrences by using a 1-degree
grid, it remains possible that over-estimation of species occurrence has occurred,
especially for taxa for which extant distributions are weakly understood, such as
for many amphibians and reptiles28. Third, our analyses ignores lagged responses
and thus possible extinction debt as historical data are rare27, and therefore may
underestimate biodiversity loss67. For example, the Living Planet Index68 uses
time-series data for vertebrate abundance and finds a higher rate of loss than
the PREDICTS estimates that we use here27. Fourth, although our method for
estimating biodiversity impacts is based on the largest available dataset of landuse-related biodiversity change, some countries and ecosystems remain underrepresented26. Fifth, our intensification pathways may overestimate biodiversity
loss, as they assume that conventional intensification will take place. Intensification
is complex and multidimensional14,69, and there are ways in which yield increases
are possible with lower or no net loss of species richness and abundance16,17. To
estimate biodiversity change associated with ‘sustainable’ intensification, it is
necessary to develop a better definition of this concept along with more empirical
data, particularly when considering fragile ecosystems70. Sixth and finally, using
species richness and abundance as metrics of biodiversity is problematic as it can
be over-representative of common, widespread species and can overshadow rare or
small-ranged species, which are often most in need of conservation71. With better
data, for example, on the effect of land-use change on threatened species, we could
highlight areas that are particularly sensitive to change in a more nuanced way.
Analysing spatial patterns of biodiversity loss due to agricultural land-use
change. We calculated the proportion of overlap between our at-risk areas of high
biodiversity loss (top 10% of the distribution of species richness loss per pathway)
with IUCN category protected areas29 and three global conservation priority
schemes: (1) the CI biodiversity hotspots, as a reactive approach that targets areas
that have already lost 70% of native habitat35, (2) the Global 200 ecoregions, as a
mixture of both proactive and reactive approaches that identifies ecoregions of
exceptional biodiversity in terms of irreplaceability and distinctiveness72, and (3)
the Last of the Wild, a reactive approach that shows the ten largest contiguous
wilderness areas by terrestrial biome and realm73. Together, this allowed us to
ascertain the percentage of overlap (on a global to national level) between our
high-risk areas and global proactive and reactive conservation priority schemes
or, in the case of protected areas, the regions that are secure against potentially
rising land-use pressure. Alternatives such as Key Biodiversity Areas (KBA)74
were excluded as their pattern is similar to protected areas at broad spatial scales.
However, future, finer-scale studies may benefit from KBAs’ more targeted,

conservation investment-based approach. Likewise, taxon-specific schemes such
as Important Bird Areas75 may address the conservation prioritization of a singletaxon approach.
Highlighting at-risk areas is a crucial first step in effectively pinpointing
regions most in need of conservation attention. Although identifying such areas
on a global scale can be useful for cross-boundary conservation nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs) and institutions, most conservation funding originates from
domestic spending (US$14.5 billion out of US$16 billion, with approximately
US$1 billion from international NGOs)31. Therefore, conveying results on a national
level allows us to better understand policy-relevant conservation opportunities.
We summarized our results at the national level by calculating the average
country-level species richness lost per 110-km grid cell in each agricultural
development pathway. To emphasize countries that are at higher risk, not only of
potential species loss, but also in terms of national support for conservation and
agricultural trends, we compared our results against (1) conservation spending,
averaged per square kilometre and corrected by each country’s proportional dollar
costs of a fixed basket of goods and services31, and (2) the average percentage
agricultural economic growth from 2009 to 201330. National agricultural growth
rates give an indication of where conservation planning may be more urgent in the
face of rapid agricultural change.
Data availability. The datasets generated during the current study are available
from the HU-Box (https://box.hu-berlin.de/d/053f45f377/).
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